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ABSTRACT
Objective This study aimed to assess the impact of
individual comorbid conditions as well as the weight
assignment, predictive properties and discriminating power
of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) on outcome in
patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS).
Methods A prospective multicentre observational study
(AMIS Plus Registry) from 69 Swiss hospitals with 29 620
ACS patients enrolled from 2002 to 2012. The main
outcome measures were in-hospital and 1-year follow-up
mortality.
Results Of the patients, 27% were female (age 72.1
±12.6 years) and 73% were male (64.2±12.9 years).
46.8% had comorbidities and they were less likely to
receive guideline-recommended drug therapy and
reperfusion. Heart failure (adjusted OR 1.88; 95% CI 1.57
to 2.25), metastatic tumours (OR 2.25; 95% CI 1.60 to
3.19), renal diseases (OR 1.84; 95% CI 1.60 to 2.11) and
diabetes (OR 1.35; 95% CI 1.19 to 1.54) were strong
predictors of in-hospital mortality. In this population, CCI
weighted the history of prior myocardial infarction higher
(1 instead of −0.4, 95% CI −1.2 to 0.3 points) but heart
failure (1 instead of 3.7, 95% CI 2.6 to 4.7) and renal
disease (2 instead of 3.5, 95% CI 2.7 to 4.4) lower than
the benchmark, where all comorbidities, age and gender
were used as predictors. However, the model with CCI and
age has an identical discrimination to this benchmark
(areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves
were both 0.76).
Conclusions Comorbidities greatly influenced clinical
presentation, therapies received and the outcome of
patients admitted with ACS. Heart failure, diabetes, renal
disease or metastatic tumours had a major impact on
mortality. CCI seems to be an appropriate prognostic
indicator for in-hospital and 1-year outcomes in ACS
patients.
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT01305785

INTRODUCTION
Chronic comorbidities are frequently encountered in
patients presenting with acute coronary syndrome
(ACS) and have a high impact on patient outcome.1–5

The Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) provides a
way of quantifying this impact in terms of survival
and is also used as a prognostic comorbidity index
in ACS populations.6–10 Indices, such as CCI, are
useful for estimating the prognosis of real-world
patients with comorbidities. Although changes of

management in ACS based on randomised controlled
trials (RCT) have profoundly improved outcome,
patients with comorbidities are still excluded from
RCTs.6 To further improve treatment strategies,
better knowledge of the impact of comorbidities is
necessary. CCI may be an efficient way to capture the
burden of comorbidities and study effect modifica-
tion of current ACS treatments by comorbidities.11

CCI was developed empirically 26 years ago as a
prognostic index of comorbid conditions for patients
admitted to a general medical service with a variety
of medical conditions which, alone or in combin-
ation, might alter the risk of short-term mortality for
patients enrolled in longitudinal studies.12 The
comorbidities were weighted by Charlson et al using
a point system. One point was assigned to: past
history of myocardial infarction (MI), heart failure,
peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease,
dementia, chronic lung disease, connective tissue
disease, peptic ulcer disease, mild liver disease and
diabetes. The comorbidities weighted with 2 points
were: diabetes with target organ damage, hemiplegia,
moderate to severe renal disease, malignant neo-
plasm, leukaemia and lymphoma. Moderate to severe
liver disease was weighted with 3 points and meta-
static solid tumour and AIDS (stage C) were weighted
with 6 points. Therefore, patients without comorbid-
ities had CCI0, those with only one comorbidity
weighted as 1 had CCI1, patients with 2 comorbid-
ities where both were weighted 1 or one comorbidity
was weighted 2 had CCI2, and the patients in which
the sum of the weighted points of comorbidities was
3 or above had CCI≥3.
Using the data of 55 929 patients from six coun-

tries, Quan et al13 suggested that the weight assign-
ment should be updated. However, CCI has not
seen much validation in patients with ACS.
Discrimination and calibration of CCI in ACS
patients are not well known.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess the

impact of CCI on clinical presentation, therapy
received, the predictive properties of CCI in a large
population of ACS patients and to see if changes of
the CCI weight assignment are indeed necessary.

METHODS
The AMIS Plus project is an ongoing nationwide
prospective registry of patients admitted with ACS
to hospitals in Switzerland. It was founded in 1997
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with the goal to understand the transfer, use and practicability
of knowledge gained from randomised trials, and to generate
data for the planning of subsequent prospective and randomised
studies. Details have been previously published.14–18 From 106
hospitals treating ACS in Switzerland, 82 hospitals temporarily
or continuously enrolled patients in AMIS Plus. Participating
centres, ranging from community institutions to large tertiary
facilities, provide blinded data for each patient through standar-
dised internet-based or paper-based questionnaires. Participating
centres are strongly encouraged to enrol all patients fulfilling the
inclusion criteria to avoid selection bias. Hospital data are pro-
vided and completed by the treating physician or a trained study
nurse. All data are checked for completeness, plausibility and
consistency by the AMIS Plus Data Center in the Institute of
Social and Preventive Medicine at the University of Zurich and
treating physicians or study nurses are queried when necessary.
The registry was approved by the Supra-Regional Ethics
Committee for Clinical Studies, the Swiss Board for Data
Security and the Cantonal Ethics Commissions. The AMIS Plus
project is officially supported by the Swiss Societies of
Cardiology, Internal Medicine and Intensive Care Medicine.

Comorbidities of the patients were assessed using CCI,12 a
scoring system which involves weighting factors on the basis of
the number and severity of the diseases that was developed as a
prognostic indicator for patients admitted to a general medical
service with a variety of medical conditions. CCI used 1-year
mortality of the primary study population to test the ability to
predict risk of death from comorbidities. It showed that with
each increased level of CCI, there were stepwise increases in the
cumulative mortality attributable to comorbidities. When CCI
was developed, the relative risks for 1-year mortality were used
to assign weights to the different comorbidities: Those with a
relative risk below 1.5 were assigned a weight of 1; conditions
with a risk of 1.5 to <2.5 a weight of 2; conditions with a risk
of ≥2.5<3.5 a weight of 3; and metastatic tumours and AIDS
were assigned a weight of 6. To simplify the system, the condi-
tions with a relative risk below 1.2 were dropped. Finally, the
relative risk per point was 1.39. In a validation cohort, the
ability of CCI for 10-year mortality was analysed. There, the
relative risk was 2.3 per point of CCI and 2.4 for each decade
of life over the age of 50 years.12

The original definitions of the comorbid diseases from CCI
were used in this study.12 Data on the presence of the comorbid-
ities were obtained from the patients’ medical history charts,
clinical and/or laboratory findings recorded by the treating
physicians.

For the present analysis, the primary outcome measure was
in-hospital mortality and the secondary outcome measure was
1-year mortality after discharge.

Patient selection
The present analysis included all ACS patients enrolled in AMIS
Plus between January 2002 and September 2012. ACS included
acute MI, defined according to the universal definitions of MI19
20 by characteristic symptoms and/or ECG changes and cardiac
marker elevation (either creatine kinase MB fraction at least
twice the upper limit of normal, or troponin I or T above indi-
vidual hospital cut-off levels for MI), and unstable angina
(symptoms or ECG changes compatible with ACS and cardiac
marker levels lower than cut-off or normal levels).

Statistical analysis
The results are presented as percentages for categorical variables,
and continuous variables are expressed as means±1 SD. The

predictive properties of CCI were evaluated in three ways: First, a
logistic regression model with in-hospital mortality as a dependent
variable and the comorbidities of CCI, age and gender as inde-
pendent variables were computed as the benchmark. Model fit of
logistic regressions was assessed using the Hosmer–Lemeshow test.
ORs were presented with 95% CIs (95% CI). AIDS could not be
included in this analysis because there was no hospital death in
patients with AIDS. To compare the results of this benchmark with
the points of the CCI, the regression coefficients were scaled such
that the sum is 31. The benchmark points of a patient then are the
sum of scaled regression coefficients of his comorbidities. A
patient with all comorbidities would hence get 31 points as is the
case for CCI. The points from this regression analysis are reported
with 95% CI obtained by scaling the CI for the corresponding
regression coefficient.

Second, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was
used to assess the discriminating ability of CCI alone and
together with age in relation to the benchmark above. Third,
calibration of CCI was analysed by comparing predicted and
observed in-hospital and follow-up mortality in a logistic regres-
sion with CCI and age as predictors. To assess sensitivity of the
result, the analyses were repeated separately for patients with
and without prior MI.

To assess CCI as an independent predictor of in-hospital mor-
tality, an additional multivariate logistic regression analysis
included, besides age and gender, Killip class, the type of ACS,
drug therapies received (aspirin, P2Y12 blockers (clopidogrel,
prasugrel, or ticagrelor), β blocker, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) or angiotensin receptor blocker (ARB),
statin), and percutaneous coronary intervention.

All analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (V.20,
SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

RESULTS
Between 2002 and 2012, 30 711 patients with ACS from 69
Swiss hospitals were enrolled in the AMIS Plus registry.
Comorbidities were unknown for 1091 (3.6%) patients.
Complete data on comorbidities were available from 29 620
patients. Among these patients, 27% were women (mean age
72.1±12.6 years) and 73% were men (64.2±12.9 years), and
46.8% had comorbidities. The frequencies of comorbidities in
ACS patients are shown in table 1. Past history of MI was the
most frequent comorbidity (18.0%) followed by diabetes melli-
tus (14.7%), moderate to severe renal disease (7.1%), cerebro-
vascular disease (6.0%) and chronic lung disease (6.0%).

More than half the patients (53.2%) had no comorbidities
(CCI0), 22.6% of the patients had comorbidities weighted with
1 point (CCI1), 11.3% with 2 points (CCI2), and 12.9% of the
patients were weighted with 3 points and above (CCI≥3).
Baseline characteristics and therapy according to CCI are shown
in table 2.

Impact of a single comorbidity on in-hospital mortality
Table 3 shows the ORs of in-hospital mortality for the individ-
ual comorbidities. The strongest age and gender-adjusted predic-
tors of in-hospital mortality for ACS patients were heart failure
(adjusted OR 1.88; 95% CI 1.57 to 2.25), metastatic tumours
(OR 2.25; 95% CI 1.60 to 3.19), renal diseases (OR 1.84; 95%
CI 1.60 to 2.11) and diabetes (OR 1.35; 95% CI 1.19 to 1.54).

Impact of the weighted comorbidities on in-hospital
mortality
CCIs were independent in-hospital mortality predictors even
after adjusting for baseline characteristics and the therapies
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received: CCI1 had an OR of 1.36 (95% CI 1.16 to 1.60);
p=0.001, CCI2 was 1.65 (95%CI 1.38 to 1.97); p<0.001 and
CCI≥3 had an OR of 2.20 (95% CI 1.86 to 2.57); p<0.001.

The cause of in-hospital death was cardiac in 1238 (78.3%)
patients and non-cardiac in 344 (21.7%) patients.

Validity of CCI
ROC curve analysis (figure 1) demonstrates that predictive
ability for in-hospital mortality of CCI together with age is
superior to that of CCI alone. Age adjusted OR was 1.21 (95%
CI 1.18 to 1.23) per point of CCI. For each additional 10 years
of age, the OR was 1.91 (95% CI 1.82 to 2.00). Model fit was
good (figure 2A) except for the patients below 50 years of age
(Hosmer–Lemeshow p<0.001 for all patients, and p=0.74 for
patients above 50 years of age).

CCI weighted the history of prior MI higher (1 instead of
−0.4, 95% CI −1.2 to 0.3 points), but heart failure (1 instead
of 3.7, 95% CI 2.6 to 4.7) and renal disease (2 instead of 3.5,
95% CI 2.7 to 4.4) lower than was the case with independent
predictors for mortality. Comparing logistic regression using
CCI and age as predictors with the benchmark from table 3,
ROC analyses showed that the prediction was equivalent; the
areas under the ROC curves were both 0.76 (figure 1).

Discrimination and model fit were similar for patients with
and without prior MI—areas under the curve were 0.74 and
0.76, and the p values of the Hosmer–Lemeshow test for
patients above 50 years of age were 0.37 and 0.95, respectively.

Impact of CCI on 1-year follow-up mortality
Since 2005, a subgroup of 7066 ACS patients were followed for
a median of 386 days (IQR 370, 409 days) after the event. From
the followed patients, 57.7% had CCI0 (no comorbidities),
21.2% had CCI1, 10.5% CCI2 and 10.5% CCI3 or above. Age
adjusted OR was 1.44 (95% CI 1.36 to 1.53) for follow-up
mortality per CCI point. For each additional 10 years of age,
the OR was 2.08 (95% CI 1.81 to 2.39). Area under the ROC

curve was 0.83, 95% CI 0.80 to 0.86. Model fit was good
(figure 2B, Hosmer–Lemeshow p=0.57).

DISCUSSION
Our study showed that comorbidities, such as heart failure, dia-
betes, renal disease or metastatic tumours had a major impact
on outcomes in patients hospitalised with ACS and confirmed
previous studies that chronic comorbidities are frequently
encountered in patients admitted for ACS in daily clinical
practice.

The baseline characteristics of the ACS patients differed sig-
nificantly between the CCI groups and in particular between
those with no comorbidities (CCI0) and those patients with
CCI1-CCI≥3, as clearly demonstrated by the risk factors hyper-
tension, dyslipidemia and obesity. However, the proportion of
current smokers was highest in the CCI0 group but steadily
decreased the higher the weighted CCI. The higher the CCI,
the longer the delay between symptom onset and admission,
symptoms were less typical, there was a higher degree of haemo-
dynamic instability (higher Killip class) and more frequent
NSTEMI/UA compared with the patients with lower rates of
comorbidities. ACS patients with comorbidities more frequently
presented with cardiogenic shock, but were less frequently
resuscitated before admission.

Furthermore, patients with comorbidities were less likely to
receive guideline-recommended drugs (such as aspirin, P2Y12
blockers, β blocker, ACEI/ARB or statin) within the first 24 h
after admission, as well as reperfusion therapy especially in the
case of STEMI patients. These results confirm the findings from
an earlier study using AMIS Plus data.9

Most comorbidities included in CCI had a significant impact
on outcome in this population. From 17 comorbid conditions,
after adjusting for age and gender, nine were independent indi-
cators of in-hospital mortality (heart failure, peripheral vascular
disease, cerebrovascular disease, hemiplegia, diabetes, liver and
renal diseases, malignant neoplasm and metastatic tumours;
table 3). The strongest predictors of in-hospital mortality of
ACS patients in our population were heart failure, metastatic
tumours, renal diseases and diabetes. These results are in line
with those reported by Palau et al21 who showed that renal
disease and heart failure (besides dementia, peripheral artery
disease and prior MI) were important comorbidities for ACS
patients.

Our study showed CCI groups above zero were independent
predictors of in-hospital mortality even after adjustment for the
type of ACS and therapy received. In-hospital as well as 1-year
follow-up mortality rose with increasing CCI scores.

The original CCI was based on the 1-year mortality from an
inception cohort study of 604 patients admitted to a general
medical centre during 1 month and tested for its ability to
predict risk of in-hospital and 10-year mortality from comorbid-
ity diseases in a second cohort of 685 patients treated for
primary breast cancer.12 The results showed that among all the
clinical and demographic variables, only two were significant
predictors of risk of comorbid death—age and comorbidity. CCI
was validated in several studies including patients with AMI,22

stable coronary artery disease,6 ischaemic stroke,7 as well as
peritoneal dialysis patients8 and a Medicare population aged
65 years or older.23

The influence of CCI on in-hospital and 1-year follow-up
mortality was lower, as was the case in the original work of
Charlson et al.12

Comorbidities could have different impacts on all-cause mor-
tality in patients depending on the main diagnosis leading to

Table 1 Frequency of the comorbidities in patients hospitalised
with acute coronary syndrome between 2002 and 2012 (n=29 620)

Comorbidities
Number of
patients

Percentage of
population

Past history of myocardial infarction 5324 18.0
Heart failure 1075 3.6
Peripheral vascular disease 1591 5.4
Cerebrovascular disease 1776 6.0
Dementia 582 2.0
Chronic lung disease 1778 6.0
Connective tissue disease 361 1.2
Peptic ulcer disease 665 2.2
Mild liver disease 227 0.8
Diabetes 4359 14.7
Diabetes with target organ damage 1069 3.6
Hemiplegia 210 0.7
Moderate to severe renal disease 2101 7.1

Malignant neoplasm 1269 4.3
Leukaemia 92 0.3
Lymphoma 139 0.5
Moderate to severe liver disease 170 0.6
Metastatic solid tumour 268 0.9
AIDS (stage C) 47 0.2
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hospital admission. Thus, despite a relative weight of 6, AIDS
had no impact on mortality in our patients. The original CCI
includes diseases which are also reflected in the population
being evaluated.

Some studies modified CCI accordingly, as in a study on
stroke patients7 and stable coronary artery disease.6 Another
study purported that CCI might not be appropriate when using
administrative data.24

The results of this study using prospectively collected data are
important because they not only show the impact of single
comorbidities on in-hospital and 1 year outcomes in a large

population in real life, but also how the weighted comorbidities
of CCI influenced the therapies received and, consequently, the
outcomes of ACS patients. Furthermore, the validation of CCI
showed that CCI seems to be an appropriate prognostic indica-
tor for in-hospital as well as 1-year outcomes in ACS patients.

LIMITATIONS
Our study should be interpreted in the context of the following
limitations: First, the weaknesses of AMIS Plus are common to
all registries. Participation in the AMIS Plus registry is voluntary,
the number of hospitals varied over the years and might not,

Table 2 Baseline characteristics and immediate therapy in patients admitted with acute coronary syndrome according to the Charlson
Comorbidity Index

CCI=0 CCI=1 CCI=2 CCI≥3 p Values

Patients, n (%) 15 754 6708 3334 3824
Male gender (%) 11 896/15 754 (75.5) 4815/6708 (71.8) 2237/3334 (67.1) 2638/13 824 (69.0) <0.001
Mean age (SD), years 62.3 (12.9) 67.9 (12.6) 72.2 (11.9) 74.9 (10.9) <0.001
History of CAD (%) 3194/15 618 (20.5) 3437/6633 (51.8) 1843/3278 (56.2) 2451/3753 (65.3) <0.001
Hypertension (%) 7357/14 969 (49.1) 4515/6378 (70.8) 2475/3181 (77.8) 3009/3664 (82.1) <0.001
Dyslipidemia (%) 7064/13 998 (50.5) 3823/5929 (64.5) 1923/2926 (65.7) 2155/3283 (65.6) <0.001
Smoking (current) (%) 6579/14 760 (44.6) 2035/6106 (33.3) 789/2956 (26.7) 801/3316 (24.2) <0.001
Obesity (BMI≥30 kg/m2) (%) 2457/13 509 (18.2) 1308/5622 (23.3) 642/2766 (23.2) 709/3127 (22.7) <0.001
Time between symptom onset and admission in min (IQR 25 to 75) 215 (108, 610) 225 (110, 620) 233 (119, 669) 265 (120, 730) <0.001
Resuscitation prior to admission (%) 689/15 649 (4.5) 265/6679 (3.8) 117/3351 (3.5) 118/3800 (3.1) <0.001
Clinical presentation
Typical symptoms (%) 10 416/11 790 (88.3) 4148/4870 (85.2) 1997/2459 (81.2) 2130/2851

(74.7)
<0.001

Chest pain (%) 13 356/15 406 (86.7) 5421/6550 (82.8) 2606/3217 (81.0) 2757 (74.3) <0.001
Dyspnea (%) 3279/14 349 (22.9) 1925/6139 (31.4) 1166/3047 (38.3) 1733/3560 (48.7) <0.001

Killip class (n patients) 15 671 6677 3318 3805 <0.001
Killip class I (%) 13 808(88.1) 5286 (79.2) 2339 (70.5) 2202 (57.9)
Killip class II (%) 1234 (7.9) 954 (14.3) 651(19.6) 1058 (27.8)
Killip class III (%) 236 (1.5) 233 (3.5) 213 (6.4) 388 (10.2)
Killip class IV (%) 393 (2.5) 204 (3.1) 115 (3.5) 157 (4.1)

ACS (n patients) 15 754 6708 3334 3824 <0.001
STEMI (%) 9480 (60.2) 3453 (51.5) 1538 (46.1) 1690 (44.2)
NSTEMI (%) 5443 (34.5) 2716 (40.5) 1519 (45.6) 1929 (47.8)

UA (%) 831 (5.3) 539 (8.0) 277 (8.3) 305 (8.0)
Peak creatine kinase IU/L (mean)
median
(IQR 25 to 75)

1204
767
(247, 1938)

883
479
(171, 1372)

735
400
(154, 1135)

631
360
(144, 946)

<0.001

Multivessel diseases (%) 5703/10 683
(53.4)

2755/4065 (67.8) 1248/1802 (69.3) 1272/1663 (76.5) <0.001

Immediate therapy
Aspirin (%) 15 219/15 705 (96.9) 6292/6681 (94.2) 3083/3321 (92.8) 3369/3805 (88.5) <0.001
P2Y12 blocker (%)* 12 746/15 669 (81.3) 5030/6662 (75.5) 2216/3307 (67.0) 2245/3791 (59.2) <0.001
GPIIb/IIIa inhibitors (%) 5243/15 438 (34.0) 1755/6581 (26.7) 699/3265 (21.4) 561/3745

(15.0)
<0.001

Heparins† (%) 13 979/15 639 (89.4) 5734/6658 (86.1) 2799/3303 (84.7) 3054/3791 (80.6) <0.001
β blocker (%) 10 395/15 571 (66.8) 4416/6631 (66.6) 2147/3304 (65.0) 2296/3779 (60.8) <0.001
Statin (%) 12 222/15 603

(78.3)
4955/6645 (74.6) 2333/3778 (64.6) 2441/3778 (64.6) <0.001

ACEI/ARB (%) 7841/15 564 (50.4) 3583/6632 (54.0) 1839/3303 (55.7) 2022/3786
(53.4)

<0.001

Any PCI (%) 13 241/15 752 (84.1) 5047/6708 (75.2) 2145/3334 (64.3) 1874/3824 (49.0) <0.001
Reperfusion in STEMI patients 9480 3453 1538 1690
Thrombolysis (%) 681 (7.2) 199 (5.8) 68 (4.4) 48 (2.8) <0.001
Primary PCI (%) 7496 (79.1) 2434 (70.5) 928 (60.3) 794 (47.0) <0.001

*P2Y12 blockers: clopidogrel, prasugrel or ticagrelor.
†heparins, unfractionated heparin or low molecular weight heparin.
ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ACS, acute coronary syndrome; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; CAD, coronary artery disease; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; BMI,
Body Mass Index; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
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therefore, be entirely representative for all-comers to all hospi-
tals in the country despite the permanent involvement of more
than 70% of all hospitals treating ACS. Second, there was not
an independent valuation of the comorbidities. Also, in addition
to chronic diseases, acute, non-cardiac conditions could be con-
comitant with acute MI, and greatly impact the outcome of
these patients.25 Severe pneumonia, gastrointestinal bleeding,
stroke and sepsis were associated with a marked increase in the
risk of in-hospital mortality.25 These conditions are not defined
precisely enough in the CCI.

Figure 2 (A) In-hospital mortality compared with predicted mortality of
patients admitted with acute coronary syndrome according to the Charlson
Comorbidity Index (CCI) and age (n=29 620). (B) 1-year follow-up mortality
compared with the predicted mortality of patients admitted with acute
coronary syndrome according to the CCI and age (n=7066).

Table 3 Charlson weight of comorbidities and comorbidities as
independent predictors of in-hospital mortality in patients
hospitalised with acute coronary syndrome

Comorbidities
Charlson
weight (points)

OR (95% CI) age and
gender—adjusted

p
Values

Past history of
myocardial infarction

1 0.93 (0.82 to 1.05) 0.25

Heart failure 1 1.88 (1.57 to 2.25) <0.001
Peripheral vascular
disease

1 1.23 (1.03 to 1.48) 0.021

Cerebrovascular disease 1 1.26 (1.06 to 1.50) 0.009
Dementia 1 1.15 (0.90 to 1.47) 0.27
Chronic lung disease 1 1.18 (0.99 to 1.41) 0.07
Connective tissue
disease

1 0.99 (0.64 to 1.51) 0.95

Peptic ulcer disease 1 0.98 (0.73 to 1.31) 0.87
Mild liver disease 1 1.72 (1.09 to 2.70) 0.019
Diabetes 1 1.35 (1.19 to 1.54) <0.001
Diabetes with target
organ damage

2 1.28 (1.04 to 1.58) 0.019

Hemiplegia 2 1.92 (1.28 to 5.87) 0.001
Moderate to severe
renal disease

2 1.84 (1.60 to 2.11) <0.001

Malignant neoplasm 2 1.29 (1.06 to 1.57) 0.012
Leukaemia 2 1.41 (0.69 to 2.88) 0.34
Lymphoma 2 0.75 (0.34 to 1.65) 0.48
Moderate to severe liver
disease

3 1.82 (1.12 to 2.95) 0.016

Metastatic solid tumour 6 2.25 (1.60 to 3.19) <0.001
AIDS (stage C) 6 None of the 47

patients died

Figure 1 Receiver operating characteristic curve compared the
discriminating ability of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) for
predicting mortality if CCI was used alone (area=0.670; 95% CI 0.656 to
0.685), using CCI with age (area=0.756; 95% CI 0.743 to 0.768) and
using all comorbidities, age and sex (area=0.761; 95% CI 0.748 to 0.773).
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CCI was designed over 26 years ago, and although it has
become the most widely used instrument to quantify chronic
comorbidities for patients admitted to hospital for an acute
major complaint, it was not designed specifically for patients
with ACS. However, the present analysis is the largest multi-
centric study focusing on the importance of chronic comorbid
conditions among patients admitted with ACS, and shows that
despite all limitations, CCI could be a useful, simple and
adequate tool in prospective ACS cohort studies.

CONCLUSIONS
Comorbidities greatly influenced clinical presentation and the
therapies received by patients admitted with ACS, and have a
major impact on the short-term and mid-term outcomes of
these patients. In this study, heart failure, diabetes, renal disease
and metastatic tumours had a major impact on mortality.

Furthermore, CCI seems to be an appropriate prognostic indi-
cator for in-hospital as well as 1-year outcomes in ACS patients.

Key messages

What is already known on this subject
The Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) was empirically developed
26 years ago to provide a way of quantifying the impact of
comorbidities on survival, and has been used as a prognostic
tool in acute coronary syndrome (ACS) populations. However,
the impact of comorbidities on the presentation and treatment
of these patients is insufficiently known as there has been little
validation of CCI in terms of patients with ACS.

What this study adds
The results of this study are important because they not only
show the impact of single comorbidities on in-hospital and
1-year-outcomes in a large real-life population, but also how
the weighted comorbidities of CCI influence the therapies
received, and consequently, the outcomes of ACS patients.
Furthermore, this study shows that CCI indeed seems to be an
appropriate prognostic indicator of in-hospital as well as 1-year
outcomes in ACS patients.
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